
of the most elegant parts of the book occurs in chapter 7, when he uses a hyperlocal episode
from the bishopric of Liège to exemplify the different intersecting forces at play that could
determinewhether and how the expulsionmandate promulgated at theCouncil of Lyonmight
be applied. He uses the four protagonists of this fascinating episode to frame the examination
that follows. Elsewhere, Dorin exploits his attention to detail, curiosity about the significance
of silences, and obsessive drive to get to the true source of any historiographic claim to over-
turn long-held misconceptions. A salient example of these assets at work is his rereading of
Usurarum voraginem, which scholars have often carelessly construed as applying equally to
Jews and to foreign moneylenders (120). Indeed, one quality that Dorin shares with many
of the luminaries who blurbed the back cover ofNo Return is his willingness to admit incon-
venient details that he then accounts for in ways that ultimately serve to nuance and enrich his
thesis. Rather than seeking to discount or disregard data that runs counter to his overarching
theories, such as when Pope Eugene IV apparently changed his mind about the applicability
ofUsurarum voraginem to Jews in the late 1430s (218), Dorin adeptly adapts his models, pos-
its tentative explanations, or at certain times courageously admits that he does not have an
answer.

Third,NoReturn serves as amasterclass in historicalmethodology, not simply formedieval-
ists but also for scholars of other periods and in cognate disciplines. Dorin’s seemingly encyclo-
pedic historiographic knowledge and familiarity with numerous theoretical traditions afford
him numerous opportunities to step away from his study to gesture towards broader lessons,
which I have been pondering ever since finishing the book. The very structure of the study under-
scores the value of a transregional approach. Dorin’s argument illustrates how the political
conditions and legal/theological traditions within France and England influenced one another,
how the developments within those interrelated contexts helped inform innovation within
canon law, and finally how evolving canon-law discourse (and misunderstandings) equipped
ecclesiastical and lay authorities to take policymaking in new directions. A strictly local, insti-
tutional, economic, Jewish, or canon-law historian would not have been capable of producing
No Return. In its very nature, Dorin’s work stands as a tacit manifesto for questioning the
ingrained boundaries and limitations we perpetuate when we conduct research and train our
students.

Elegantly written and incisively argued, No Return is a monumental achievement. It not
only fundamentally reshapes dominant models regarding the growth of European intolerance
but also offers helpful new methodological insights that will assuredly have lasting beneficial
influences on theways that scholars of canon law aswell as legal, institutional, and social hist-
ory conduct their work. Dorin’s book will be essential reading for a wide assortment of sub-
fields and topics and sets a new high standard for emerging and established scholars alike.

Thomas W. Barton, University of San Diego

Simcha Emanuel, םימכחלשםהיתודלותבשדוחמןויע:םינקזתרטע / The Crown of the Elders: A
New Look at the History of the Sages. Jerusalem: Hebrew University Magnes Press,
2022. Pp. 230. $33. ISBN: 978-9-6577-7664-3.
doi:10.1086/730959

Simcha Emanuel is a remarkably prolific and well-versed scholar of medieval rabbinic litera-
ture. He has published a series of Hebrew volumes that introduce, annotate, and correlate
scores of manuscript texts. In addition, he seeks to demonstrate how the content of these texts
expands and modifies our understanding of this literature, as well as of those who produced it.
Several of Emanuel’s more recent articles, dealing with finds in the so-called European Geniza,
have appeared in English.
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The present volume should nonetheless be of interest to generalmedievalists. It addresses sig-
nificant details in the lives of several leading Talmudists living in northern and southern Europe
during the period from 1150 to 1350. Irrespective of the precise level of awareness among
medieval Christian scholars of their Jewish counterparts, the proximity of these Talmudists
to central loci of Christian learning suggests that familiarity with the Jewish scholarly class
can be quite useful to modern scholars in establishing parallel trends in textual interpretation
and thought.Moreover, Emanuel relies not only on little-known rabbinic passages, but also on
archival materials, tombstones, and more.

Thebook is divided between the rabbinic scholars of northern and southernEurope. It begins
with Isaac (Ri) ben Samuel of Dampierre, whose name appears with unmatched frequency in
the corpus ofTalmudic glosses knownas theTosafot. Emanuel tentatively suggests thatRi lived
from c. 1115 to 1190, which means that Ri was not much younger than his famous uncle (and
teacher), Rabbenu (Jacob) Tam. This suggests that they worked side by side for a period of
some thirty years, with important implications for the achievements of both these leading
Tosafists.

Emanuel then expands upon the path-breaking claim he proposed more than two decades
ago, namely, that Barukh ben Isaac, a student of Ri and author of the halakhic work Sefer
ha-Terumah, was never present in Worms, the center with which all previous scholarship
had associated him. This finding affects not only the authorship of two German rabbinic com-
mentaries attributed to Barukh. It also rebuts the claim that this genre of rabbinic writing
developed in Germany alone during this period.

The third chapter dealswithYehiel ben Joseph of Paris, a leading northern FrenchTosafist of
the mid-thirteenth century. Emanuel explicates the route that Yehiel traveled on his way to
Israel toward the end of his life. He traveled southward to the port of Marseilles, stopping at
the homes of two of his colleagues, most notably Tuviah of Vienna. Unfortunately, Yehiel took
ill duringhisMediterranean voyage andwas forced to return tonorthernFrance,where he died.
Emanuel notes the irony of a rather similar episode involving the Tosafist Isaac benAbrahamof
Dampierre (a student of Ri) which occurred more than forty years earlier.

Chapter 4 focuses on a wider issue. With the passing of four leading Rhineland Tosafists
between 1220 and 1230, an educational crisis developed, since there was no longer a rabbinic
figure in Germany of sufficient achievement to train the next generation of scholars. For that
reason, Meir ben Barukh (Maharam) of Rothenburg (d. 1293), who became a singular arbiter
of Jewish law during the second half of the thirteenth century, was forced to travel to northern
France to study with Yehiel of Paris and other French Tosafists. Although the creativity of the
Tosafists of northern France during the thirteenth century has been downplayed by some,
Maharam’s experience belies that assessment. Based on his northern French training,
Maharamwas able to restore the highest level of scholarship toGermanic lands, as evident also
from the impressive groupof students that he raised.AlthoughEmanuelwrites that he is unable
to explain why the German Tosafists (who had passed away during the 1220s) were unable to
produce their own successors, perhaps their primary roles as rabbinic judges, rather than as
academy heads (as was the case in northern France), accounts for the ability of French teachers
throughout the Tosafist period to continue to attract excellent students.

The tragic death of Maharam in prison (following his capture in 1286, with his corpse
remaining incarcerated until 1307) is the subject of the chapter that follows. Analyzing the dis-
parate accounts of why his release could not be secured, Emanuel downplays an accountmen-
tioned by SolomonLuria (a leading rabbinic authority in Poland, d. 1573), according towhich
Maharamhimself prohibited the community from expending an exorbitant amount ofmoney
to rescue him. Although some historians have accepted Luria’s account, Emanuel shows that it
runs counter to other reports of the episode and does not square with Tosafist discussions of
the halakhic underpinnings. To be sure, this is not the only instance inwhich Luria’s recounting
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of earlier events based primarily on rabbinic texts has been shown to be imprecise in the light
of historical evidence.

In the remaining third of the book, Emanuel turns his attention to four leading rabbinic
scholars of medieval Spain. In Emanuel’s view, Moses ben Nahman (Nahmanides) was likely
born before the year 1194 and may thus have lived into his ninth decade. This has suggestive
implications for the timing of the variegated works of biblical and Talmudic commentary that
Nahmanides produced. Similarly, using both archival and rabbinic texts, Emanuel maintains
that the lifespan of Nahmanides’s student, Solomon ibn Adret (Rashba), was approximately
ninety years. Common to both these scholarswas the ability to add to their prodigiouswritings
even at an advanced age.

The final chapters deal with Asher ben Yehiel (Rosh) and his son Judah. Rosh and his family
emigrated fromGermany to Spain during the early years of the fourteenth century in the face of
persecution. Upon reaching Barcelona, Rosh sent young Judah to Toledo to aid in arranging
the family’s ultimate settlement there. Once again, based on different types of literary and
material records, Emanuel determines that Judah died during the Black Death, at the age of
fifty-eight, after having succeeded his father as head of the academy in Toledo. Indeed, Rosh died
in 1321 (at around age seventy), which means that his notable role as the rabbinic head of the
community in Toledo and its academy transpired during only a brief fifteen years. In thesemat-
ters as well, Emanuel has revised the regnant historical view.

Emanuel’s deep scholarship, wide knowledge base, and felicitous writing style are evident
throughout. For those who can read (unencumbered) academic Hebrew, this volume is well
worth the effort.

Ephraim Kanarfogel, Bernard Revel Graduate School of Jewish Studies,
Yeshiva University

Charlene M. Eska, Lost and Found in Early Irish Law: “Aidbred,” “Heptad 64,” and
“Muirbretha.” (Medieval Law and Its Practice 36.) Leiden: Brill, 2022. Pp. xix, 444; color
and black-and-white figures. $185. ISBN: 978-9-0045-1284-9.
doi:10.1086/730833

This substantial edition of three thematically relatedmedieval Irish law texts represents another
achievement of Charlene Eska, who has published editions of Cáin Lánamna [The Law of
Couples] (“Cáin Lánamna”: An Old Irish Tract on Marriage and Divorce Law [2010])
and Anfuigell [Wrong Judgment] (A Raven’s Battle-Cry: The Limits of Judgment in the
Medieval Irish Legal Tract “Anfuigell” [2019]) in the same series with Brill. As the author
explains (1–6, and Raven’s Battle-Cry, 304–06), it was during her work on Anfuigell that she
discovered the law tract Aidbred [Claiming]. The title of the law tract was mentioned in 1662
in John Lynch’s Cambrensis Eversus [Gerald of Wales Overturned] (4, and John Lynch,
Cambrensis Eversus, trans.Matthew Kelly, 3 vols. [1848–54], 2:368–69), but it is not included
in the lists of early Irish law tracts in Fergus Kelly’sAGuide to Early Irish Law (1988) or Liam
Breatnach’sACompanion to the Corpus iuris Hibernici (2005). Eska found three fragmentary
copies of Aidbred which used to be considered parts of the Anfuigell tract.

Like many other medieval Irish law tracts, only snippets of the original Aidbred, written
in the Old Irish language, are preserved, together with extensive glosses and commentary in
later forms of Irish. It is not known, therefore, whether these fragments are continuous or
what percentage of the original text has survived. The extant pieces of Aidbred are all about
the legal process of regaining lost or stolen property (3).More specifically, they cover the topics
of the oath sworn by claimants of lost property (§1), periods of delay to bring in a cowherd or
milker (§2),maintaining possession of theproperty (§3), the receiver of stolen property (§§4–5),
searching for stolen property (§6), the division of profit from the stolen livestock (§7), places
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